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Al~traet--The method of numerical differentiation by discrete mollification is presented in a fully 
discretized environment. New and rigorous results for the numerical stability and error analysis of the 
algorithm, in the presence ofnoisy data, are derived. To illustrate the accuracy and flexibility of the 
numerical procedure, the application of the method to a function identification problem is also 
investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that the process of numerical differentiation is an ill-posed problem in the sense 
that small errors in the data might cause large errors in the computed erivative. Numerical 
differentiation has been discussed by many authors and a number of different solution methods 
have been proposed. Finite differences approaches have been used, for example, in Refs [1-4]. 
Regularization procedures have been analyzed in Refs [5-8]. For methods of statistical nature see 
Refs [9-12]. In Ref. [13], one of the authors presented yet another method of solution based on 
attempting to reconstruct a mollified version of the derivative. The approximation is generated 
initially by filtering the noisy data by discrete convolution against a suitable averaging kernel and 
then using finite centered ifferences to numerically compute the associated well-posed problem. 
This approach leads naturally to a very simple and powerful computational technique. For further 
applications of the method, the reader may consult Ref. [14]. 
The purpose of the present paper is two-fold. First we recast he problem in a totally discretized 
setting and derive rigorous stability bounds. Since in almost every real situation the data for the 
problem is obtained by some kind of discretization procedure, it is simpler and certainly more 
computationally consistent to replace the continuous model by a discrete one. Secondly, the 
theoretical results can be viewed, and justified, as the corresponding error analysis for the method 
presented in Ref. [13]. 
In Section 2 we describe the non-discrete stabilized problem and in Section 3 we investigate the 
fully discretized model. Theoretical results are derived which are essential for the numerical stability 
and error analysis of the method. Section 4 is devoted to the discrete version of the algorithm to 
uniquely determine the radius of mollification depending on the amount of noise in the data. For 
completeness, in Section 5, we describe in detail the computational procedure related with our 
method when applied to a function identification problem in transient heat conduction. 
2. STABILIZED PROBLEM 
In what follows we consider, without loss of generality, that the function g(x) is measured in 
the interval I = [0, 1]. On the basis of this information we discuss the problem of estimating the 
derivative function g'(x), in some suitable compact set K, Kc_L 
If C°(I) represents the set of continuous real functions on I with 
Ilfll~.,= max Lf(x)l, 
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we assume g E C°(I) and g" 6 C°(K). We also assume that instead of the function g(x),  we only 
know some "noisy" data function g' ~ C°(I) such that 
l lg'-gNo.,<~e. (1) 
In order to stabilize the differentiation problem, we introduce the function 
) exp[s2/(s: - 62)] ds exp[x2/(x 2 - 6z)], if Ixl < 6, 
pa(x) = -o if Ixl ~> 6 (2) 
o, 
pa(x) is a C ° (infinitely differentiable) function in R with support in Ixl ~< 6 such that Oa(X)>>-0 
and SR O~(x) dx = I. 
If 6 > 0, 6 smaller than the distance from K to OL the function 
Sag(x) = (p~ * g) (x)  = pa(x - s)g(x) ds, (3) 
- -  0~5 
is a C ° function in R and for a fixed x e K, ~ag has compact support in I. ~ag is the mollifier of 
g and 6 is the radius of mollification. Moreover, 
d d 
d--x ,~ag(x ) = dx (p~ * g ) (x ) (4a) 
=(dpa  ,g ) (x ) .  (4b) 
The following two lemmas and Theorem l are needed for the stability analysis and are 
fundamental for the discrete rror analysis of Section 3. Their proofs are given in Ref [13]. 
Lemma 1 
If Hg"[Io,K <~ M, then 
d(Pa  * g) - g'  ~< 6g .  (5) 
c¢,K 
Lemma 2 
i f  g' ~ C°(I) and IIg' - g II oj  ~< e, then 
d d (p~,g)  
(P~ * g') -- dxx or  ~< E~/6, (6) 
where 
(f0' )-' = exp[s2/(s 2 -  1)] ds ~ 1.65. 
Theorem 1 
Under the conditions of Lemmas 1 and 2, 
d (Pa * g') - g' <~ 6M + Eot/6. (7) 
o,x 
I.emma 1 shows that, in the absence of noise, the derivative of the mollified function is "uniformly 
close" to the derivative of the function. [,emma 2 shows that attempting to reconstruct the 
derivative of the mollified data function is a stable problem with respect to perturbation i the data, 
in the maximum norm and for a fixed 6. 
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Remark 
We observe that the r.h.s, of inequality (7) is minimized by choosing 6 = (E~/M) ~/2, but this 
optimal selection of the radius of mollification is, in actual computations, impossible because M 
is not known in general. Thus a procedure to determine the radius of mollification, 6, based on 
the properties of the filtered data function P6 * g' is needed. One such procedure was described in 
Ref. [13] and we shall prove that the same ideas can be carried over to the discrete model of Section 
3. It is also important o note that the choice of 6 automatically defines the compact subset 
K = [6, 1 - 6] where we seek to reconstruct the unknown derivative function g'(x). 
3. THE DISCRETE MODEL 
In this section, in order to emphasize a more honest computational point of view, we shall recast 
the problems already discussed in Section 2 in a new and totally discretized setting. 
We begin by introducing some preliminary notation and definitions. 
Given the discrete function fk =f(kh), k integer, h > 0, defined at the grid points x = kh in the 
whole discrete line, we will use the finite difference operators 
1 
(D+f)k = ~ (fk+l --fk) (forward difference) (8) 
and 
(Dof)k = 1 (fk + 1 --fk- l ) (centered ifference). (9) 
We assume that for [k I large enough, fk = 0 and define the inner product and the discrete 
convolution between two discrete functions f and g by 
(f, g) = h Y',fkgk (10) 
h 
and 
( f  * g)k = h EfJgk-j, 
J 
respectively. We shall also use the discrete norms 
( l l )  
Ilfll  = max (maximum norm) (12) 
and 
I l fh  = (f,f) ' /= (weighted 12-norm). (13) 
Guided by the results of Section 2, for 6 >t h we define the discrete averaging kernel p~ [see 
equation (2)] by 
ptk=Ilexp[k2h2/(k2h~-62)], iflkh I <6,  
(14) / v 
[0, if [khl>  6, 
where 
N 
C~ -- h ~, exp[k2h2/(k2h  - 62)]. (15) 
kffi -N  
Here, N denotes the largest integer less or equal than 6/h. We notice that p~ t> 0 and h ~k Pk ~ = 1. 
The following lemma is needed to prove the discrete analogous of Lemma 1 in Section 2. 
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Lemma 3 
Given a discrete function g and the discrete averaging kernel p~, 
(Do(p 6 * g))k = (P6 * (Dog))k. (16) 
Proof Using definitions (11) and (14), we have 
N+k 
(P6*g)k= h ~ gjp~_2. 
j= -N+k 
Applying the centered ifference operator 
(Do(p 6 * g))k = 1 ((p6 , g)k+ I -- (p6 , g)k- I) 
£n 
(17) 
to equation (17), 
(Do(p~*g))k=2h h 2 g jp~+,_ j -h  ~ gjp6k_,_ j
j f f i -N+k+l  j f f i -N+k-¿  
) 1 h 2 (gJ+,P~k-J--gi-,P~k-J) 
2h j= -N+k 
N+k 
= h ~ (Dog)jp~_j = (p' * (Dog)) k. • 
jffi -N+k 
Lemma 3 shows that in the totally discrefized case, the "derivative of the mollification equals 
the mollification of the derivative". We can now proceed with the following lemma 
Lemma 4 (discrete analogous of Lemma I, Section 2) 
i f  IID~+gLl~ < M, then 
ItDo(p ~ * g ) -  Dogll~ <~ 6M 
and 
lID+ (p ~ , g)  - D+gll~ <~ 6M. 
(18a) 
(18b) 
Proof 
(Do(p 6 * g))k -- (Dog)~ = (p6 , (Dog))k -- (Dog)k, 
by Lemma 3. Recalling that h l~jp~ = 1 and equation (17), 
N+k 
(Do(p 6 * g))k -- (Dog)k = h ~ P~k-j(Dogj-- Dogk) 
j= -N+k 
N+k 
=h ~ 6 1 Pk-/[i(D+ gj + D+ gj_ ~ ) - ~D+ gk + D+ gk-, )] 
1= -N+k 
From the identity 
we obtain 
N+k 
h ~ 6 , = pk_j~[(D+gj- D+gk) + (D+gj_ l - D+gk-~)]. 
jffi -N+k 
gJ--gk = -h{D+gj+" " + D+gk_l}, 
(19) 
D÷gj-  D+ gk = -h{D~gj +" -  + D~g,_, }. (20) 
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Using equation (20) in equation (19), taking norms and recalling that HD2g H= <~ M, we get 
N+k 
IIDo(p ' *g ) -Dog l l~<h T, P~k-s~h(2N)M. 
j= -N+k 
Since hN <~ 6, it follows that 
IIDo(p ~ * g) - Dogll~ < 6M p6k_ s = 6M. 
\ j=-N+k 
The same proof can be used to obtain estimate (18b). I1 
Before proving the discrete analogous of Lemma 2, we have to discuss the discrete version of 
the non-discrete property (4b). When using the centered ifference operator Do, we do anticipate 
some difficulties near the grid points where the discrete averaging kernel becomes zero. These 
difficulties can possibly be overcome by modifying the difference operator near such points, but 
we shall try to find out some extra--hopefully simple---hypothesis that will fully justify the use of 
centered ifferences. The intuitive reason for this lies in the fact that in the non-discrete case, the 
family of averaging kernels form a sequence of 6-functions, i.e. as 6 ~0,  the limiting "function" 
is a dirac-distribution with corresponding eneralized erivative a "dipole" distribution. This 
"dipole" is the "natural imit" for a centered ifference approximation of the averaging kernel as 
6--*0. By definition, 
1 N+k 
= -~N gJ{P~+ 1-1-- ,Ok 6-!-j} (Dop6*g)k 2 i f -  +k 
1 ( N+~+I N+k-I  
= - g jp6k+,_s - -gN+k+,p6_  N - -  ~ .  
2\ j f -N+k+l  j f -N+k- I  
using the fact that P~-N-I----P~+I= 0. We then have 
g jPk+l - j+g-s+k-~P , 
(DoP 6 * g)k (Do(p 6 * g))k + 12-(g-N+k- 6 = I PN -- glv+ k+ t P~-N). (21) 
It is now very clear that we need the second term of the r.h.s, of equation (21) to vanish. This is 
easily accomplished by requiring p~ = p(~ - 0, which is always the case if Nh = 6 or, in other 
words, if 6 is a multiple of h. We have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 5 
If 6 is a multiple of h, then 
(Do{p 6 * g})k = ({Dop 6} * g)k. 
We are ready now for the following lemma. 
Lemma 6 
If 6 is a multiple of h and g' is a noisy discrete function such that IIg' - gll~ < ~, then 
IlOo(p ~ * g') - Do(p 6 * g)ll~ ~< 2e/36. 
/'roof. 
(Do{p 6 * g'})k -- (Do{p 6 * g})k = ({Dop 6} * g')k -- ({Dop 6} * g)k 
by Lemma 5. Thus, 
[(Do{p ~ * g'})k -- (Do{p 6 * g}hl = h ~ (Dop6)s{g'k_y-- gk-i} 
J - -N  
-' ')/ <e p]+, -  p]_,[+ X IP~+,-P]- ,  2 
j jffi-N 
= ~(po ~+ p?) < 2Ep~o, 
(22) 
(23) 
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using the monotonicity of the discrete averaging kernel and the facts that p~= p6  and 
p~+, = p~= ptN= p%_, =o. 
On the other hand, from equation (14), P~o = 1/C6 and we need to estimate C0. From equation 
(15), we have 
~jh'+ 1)h C~ = h ~ exp[flh2/(j2h 2 - 62)]/> 2 exp[s2/(s 2 - 62)] ds 
j= -N  j=O 
>1 2 ;~ exp[s2 / (s  2 - -  62)] ds I> 236 = 36. (24) 
Using estimate (24) in inequality (23), we get 
and 
I(no{p , g'})k -- (Do{p ~ * g}),l ~ 2E/36 
IIDo{p g'} - Do{P '~ * g}ll~ ~ 2E/36. 
Combining Lemmas 4 and 6 and using the triangle inequality, we immediately have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2 
Under the conditions of Lemmas 4 and 6, 
HD0{P  * g'} - Dog [1~ <~ 3M + 2E/3d. (25) 
Lcmma 4 shows that, in the absence of noise, the centered ifference of the discrete mollified 
function is "uniformly close" to the centered ifference of the discrete function. Lemma 6 shows 
that attempting to reconstruct the centered difference of the discrete mollified function is a 
stable problem with respect o perturbation i  the data, in the discrete maximum norm and for 
a fixed 6. 
Error analysis 
One immediate application of the analysis performed in this section is to the estimation of the 
error between g'(x), the exact non-discrete derivative restricted to the grid points, and the 
computed iscrete approximation Do {p °* g'}-- i f  we choose to interpret he discrete function gk 
as the sampled version of the non-discrete function g(x). Assuming the conditions of Theorem 2 
plus a uniform bound on the third order derivative of the ideal non-discrete data function, we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 
If 6 is a multiple of h, I l g ' -g  II~ ~< E, and 
sup !d'g(x)/dx'l ~ M (i = 2, 3), 
-oo <x<oo 
then 
HDo(p ~ * g') - g'lloo ~< (1 + h )6M + 2e/36 + h2M /6. 
Proof We write, with g~ = (d/dx)g(kh), 
(D0{p ~ * g'})k -- gk = (D0{p ~ * gc})k -- {Dog}k + {Dog}, -- g~,. 
Thus, taking norms, 
liD0 {P ~ * g '} -  g'[l® ~< riD0 {P ~ * g '} -  Dogll~ + IIO0g - g'llo~ 
~< (1 + h)6M + 2e/36 + h:M/6, (26) 
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by Theorem 2 (notice that D2+g = g" + hg"(~), ~ e I) and the uniform estimate for the centered 
difference approximation to g'. • 
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the same remark at the end of Section 2 applies here 
for the optimal selection of the radius of mollification 6, based on the minimization of the r.h.s. 
of equation (26) (in the error analysis). Since, in general, M is not known, we need to derive a 
different procedure to determine 6 based only on properties of the discretely filtered data function 
p~. g'. The new analysis of the discrete version of the criterion introduced in Ref. [13] will occupy 
our attention in the following section. 
4. PARAMETER SELECTION AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 
The mollification of the discrete noisy data function g' by convolution with the discrete kernel 
p~ is an averaging process that satisfies the following lemma 
Lemma 7 
If 6~ > 62 >/h, then 
][P" * g'  - g'l[2 >1 IrP '=* g'  - g'll=. 
Proof. By the definition of p~ [see equation (14)], 
l imp~={0'  i f j /> l ,  
~h+ 1, i f j  =0. 
Thus, 
and, consequently, 
N+k 
l im(p6,g% limh ~ , 6 = gjpk_j=g~ 
t~h+ 6~h+ j= -N+k 
(27) 
][p6*g'-g'[[2--*O as 6-~h +. (28) 
On the other hand, 
[Ip~,g'-g'llg=h Z(p6,gq~=Z gk-jpj =h~ gk_j~exp[jh/(jh -62)1 
k k " 
Thus, 
d (~ 1 22 2h 2 d--& [[p6, g,_g,[[2= 2h ~ g~,_j~-~ exp[j h/( j  -62)] 
Since (d/d6)(1/CD <~ 0 [see equation (16)], each term in between the square brackets i non-positive 
and we have (d/d6)llp 6• g' - g'[l~ ~< O, which implies 
JIp ~'* g'ltg < lip ~:* g'llg. (29) 
Combining equations (27) and (29), we obtain, for 6t > 62 i> h, 
liP 6'* g ' -  g'l[2 > lip ~'* g'-g'[12. 
This monotonicity property ields very naturally to the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4 (parameter selection) 
There is a unique radius of mollification, 5, such that 
lip * g '  --  g' l l :  = " (30)  
This particular parameter choice criterion is characterized by selecting, among all possible 
discrete mollifications of the noisy discrete function g' satisfying IIp~. g ' -g ' l l :  ~< E, the discrete 
mollification function with minimum discrete /:-norm. More specifically, we state the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5 
min(llp~* g'll~ lip ~*  g ' - -  gcll: .<E) = lips, g'll2, 
where 5 is the unique solution of equation (30). 
Proof. Assume the minimum is attained at 6 #: ~. Then lip d • g'll2 ~< lip, s * _g'll2. Because of the 
monotonicity of p6, g, : with respect o 5, the last inequality implies 5 > 5, which, by Lemma 
7implies p~,g ' -g '  >>, p~,g ' -g '  =e. Since [pS ,g ' -g '  =Ehasauniquesolution, wehave 
H P i* g'-g'l[2 > '. This contradicts the fact that 5 has to satisfy p'* g ' -g '  [2 ~- £" • 
The discrete parameter selection determines 5 in a manner consistent with the amount of noise 
in the discrete function g'. Note that if Itg'-gll, ~' ,  then lipS, g'-g't12-< 2, 
We now turn our attention to the actual numerical implementation of our criterion. 
Since in practice only a discrete set of data points is available we assume in what follows that 
the noisy data function g' is known at the grid points of the interval I = [0, 1], with grid size h. 
However, due to the nature of the discrete mollification procedure, by defining g' to be zero at 
the grid points of R - / ,  we consider the extended iscrete data function g' defined at equally spaced 
points on the whole discretized real line. 
The parameter selection criterion is implement by solving equation (30) on the discrete points 
of the interval I = [0, 1] using the bisection method. The following steps summarize the method. 
Step 1. Let 5mi, = h, 5m,x = 0.5 and choose an initial value of 5 between 5~in and 5max. 
Step 2. Compute p~, g' by discrete convolution on a sufficiently large interval containing 
I = [0, 1]. 
Step 3. If F (5)= Ilp , g'-g'll2j=E +_ 7, where t/is a given tolerance, exit. 
Step 4. If F(5) - E < -r/, set 5mi n -~- 5. If F(5) -- E > r/, set dim,x = 5. The updated value of 5 is 
always given by (5~i, + 5re,x)/2. 
Step 5. Return to Step 2. 
Once the radius of mollification G and the discrete filtered data function pS, g, are determined, 
we are ready to attempt the approximate r construction fg'  by computing the corresponding finite 
centered ifferences (Do{pS,g'})k at the grid points of the interval K = [~, 1 -5 ] .  
Remarks 
By replacing the selected radius of mollification with the largest multiple of h less or equal than 
5, we can easily satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5, if so desired. 
Most of the lemmas and theorems of this section can be stated also in terms of the discrete 
maximum norms as it was done originally in Ref, [13] for the non-discrete case. However, the 
weighted /2-norm represents better the global features of (p6, g , _  g,), in the whole discretized 
interval I = [0, 1] and avoids emphasizing the behavior of (p6, g, _ g')k near the end points 0 and 
1 as might possibly be the case when using the discrete maximum norm. 
5. APPLICATION TO A FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 
In this section, we apply our discrete mollification method to solve the problem of determining 
the time varying thermal diffusivity of a homogeneous conductor. 
For the physical example, we consider the heat conduction problem in a material that is 
undergoing radioactive decay or damage. Thus, the thermal conductivity varies with the degree of 
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decay, which is related to time and the associated heat conduction equation, in such a material, 
is given by u, = a(t)u .... where a(t)> 0 is the time-dependent thermal diffusivity function. 
Mathematically, the non-discrete identification model problem can be stated as attempting to 
determine a positive function a(t) and a temperature function u(x,t) that satisfy 
u,=a(t)u .... 0 <x  < 1, 0 < t, (31a) 
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0, 0 < t, (31b) 
u(x, 0) = sin rtx, 0 < x < 1, (31c) 
u(l/2, t )=g(t ) ,  t >O,g >O,g(O) = 1, 
with approximate data function 
g'(t), Ilg-g'lP ~<E. (31d) 
The function g(t), an interior data temperature, constitutes the necessary data over specification 
for the unique determination of the function a(t). 
It is a simple matter to verify that the function a(t) and u(x, t) are related by the equality (see 
Ref. [15] for details) 
u(x, t) =exp -n  ~ a sinnx. (32) 
From this and equation (31d) it follows that the thermal diffusivity function, a(t), must satisfy 
which implies 
a(t) = -g'(t)/~t2g(t), t > 0. (33) 
The functions u(x, t) and a(t) defined by equations (32) and (33), respectively, constitute the 
unique solution of the model problem (31a)-(31d). 
From equation (33), we notice that in order to evaluate a(t), we need to first reconstruct the 
derivative function g'(t) from the given data function g(t). This shows that the numerical 
determination of the diffusivity function a(t), from experimental data, is an ill-posed problem in 
the sense that small errors in the data function g(t) might induce large errors in the computed 
function a(t). 
As indicated in Section 4, to numerically reconstruct the thermal diffusivity function a(t), we 
assume the noisy data function g' to be a discrete function measured at equally spaced sample 
points tk = kh, k = O, 1 . . . . .  Mh, Mh = 1, in the inverval I = [0, 1] and consider the extended 
discrete data function on any interval of interest containing L Following Section 4, after 
determining the discrete radius of mollification t~, the filtered discrete data function (p~, g')k and 
the centered ifference approximation (Do { p~r, g'})k to the mollified derivative function (pg,  g')', 
the discrete function 
(a~)k = - (Do {pg * g'})k/rc2(p ~ * g')k, (34) 
is taken as the numerical approximation for the thermal diffusivity function a(t) defined by 
equation (33). Here, tk is a grid point in K = [t~, 1 - oe]. 
The following lemma provides an estimate for the error in our approximation. 
Zemma 8 
Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then the discrete mollified thermal diffusivity 
(a~)k satisfies 
[[(a - a~;)/a'~l [ ~.x <~ c[E + (2 + h)n6  + 2E/3o r + h2M/6], 
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where 
c = max( l la  I[ 2, O/HDo(p s • g')H o,x. 
Proof. Restricting the non-discrete functions to the grid points and using the definitions (33) and 
(34), after dropping the bar notation over 6 and the subscripts for the norms, we get 
[[(a - a's)/a~[ I ~,x -- H (g'(P' * g') - g(Do{p' • g'}))/g(Do{p' • g'})l[ 
~< ("21[a I[[11 {P' * g'} -- {P' * g}[I + [I {P' * g } -- g II] 
+ lie' - (n0{p '  • g'})ll)/llDo(p' * g')ll, (35) 
using the triangle inequality, twice. 
The second term can be estimated iscretely by Theorem 3. We have 
Ilg' - Do(p' • g')N <~ (1 + h) fM + 2E/3~ + h2M/6. (36) 
By the discrete Sobolev inequality and Lemma 4, we readily obtain 
I[(P' * g ) -g l l  < II D+ {p' * g}ll ~< M6. (37) 
For the remaining term to be estimated, we write 
N+s 
~<maxh ~ P~-Jlg)-gJt" 
s j=  -N+s  
Recalling that I l g ' -g  II ~<,, and equation (14), we obtain 
II(P' * g') - (P' * g)ll ~ E. 
Finally, letting 
c -- max{rc2[la t[,1}/llDo(p' • g')ll, 
(38) 
(39) 
Lemma 8 follows from equations (35)-(39). • 
We notice that, as expected, the above error analysis anticipates that for the function 
identification problem, the discrete mollification method produces an approximation as good as 
the approximation for the original differentiation problem itself. 
In order to test the accuracy and the numerical stability properties of the algorithm, we solve 
a model problem where the exact over specified ata function is given by f ( t )=  exp{-n2t2/2},  
0 ~< t ~< 1. According to equation (33), the exact thermal diffusivity is the function a( t )= t, 
0 ~< t ~< 1. With At = h = 0.01, the noisy data function g' is obtained by adding a random error 
function to the exact data function g. More precisely, we consider g'(tk) = g~ = gk + ek, where the 
Ek S are independent Gaussian random variables, with variance a = E 2. We use different perturbation 
levels for E = 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.01 and 0.02. In all cases, the parameter selection 
criterion was implemented with the tolerance 7, set to reflect a 5% error in the satisfaction of the 
Table 1. Error norm and radius of mollification as functions of the 
level of noise in the data 
( X 10 -2) 6 Error norm ( × 10 -2) 
0.00 0.02 0.0656 
0.10 0.04 0.3012 
0.20 0.04 0.4502 
0.40 0.04 0.8056 
0.60 0.04 1.1737 
0.80 0.04 I. 1958 
1.00 0.04 2.0270 
2.00 0.04 4.0590 
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Fig. I. Reconstructed thermal diffusivity function for h = 0.01, E = 0.01, ~= 0.04. Computed func- 
tion: * * •.  Exact function: - -  
constraint except for E = 0, where we directly use ~ = 0.02. To measure the error in the discretized 
interval K = [t~, 1 - t~], we use the weighted discrete 12-norm 
1 ~ \1/2 
[l(a-a~)/a'~l[:,g = ~k~= [(a--aX)J(aX)k]2) . 
Table 1 summarizes our numerical results and shows the successful restoration of numerical 
stability with respect to perturbations in the data. 
Figure 1 illustrates the qualitative behavior of the method for the high noise level E = 0.01. The 
approximated thermal diffusivity function is plotted with the symbol "," and the full line plot 
indicates the exact solution. 
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